Towards efficient initiators for two-photon induced polymerization: fine tuning of the donor/acceptor properties†
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In this work we present the design, synthesis and systematic investigation of the optical properties of symmetric triphenylamine (TPA)-substituted thiophenes. The use of electron-donating (–OMe, –Bu, –Me, –TMS), -neutral (–H) or -withdrawing (–F, –CN, –SO2Me) substituents gives rise to D–A–D based two-photon absorption (2PA) chromophores. The photophysical properties of these compounds, including one-photon absorption and 2PA using two-photon-excited fluorescence, were investigated in different organic solvents with varying polarity. The maximum 2PA cross sections prove to be strongly dependent on the nature of the TPA substituent and range between ~173 GM (Goepert-Mayer units) and 379 GM. Although most of the investigated substances also exhibit high fluorescence quantum yields, two-photon absorption screening tests of an acrylate monomer formulation revealed the efficiency of these materials as 2PA photoinitiators. These results are supported by quantum chemical calculations of the spin density distribution indicating that the mechanism of polymerization initiation using acrylate monomer is favored by strong localization of the unpaired electrons in the triplet state on the C2 carbon of the thiophene moiety.

Design, System, Application

Printing cubic centimetre volumes with sub-micrometre feature sizes at fast writing speeds by means of two-photon induced polymerization still constitutes a challenge particularly in regard to commercial applications. In this context, this work covers the design, synthesis and systematic investigation of the optical properties of symmetric triphenylamine-substituted thiophenes as a new substance class of two-photon absorption photoinitiators. The introduction of a variety of electron-donating, -neutral and -withdrawing substituents on the triphenylamine moiety gives rise to D–A–D two-photon absorption chromophores and allows for tailoring their photophysical properties. Two-photon absorption screening tests of an acrylate monomer formulation revealed the efficiency of these materials as two-photon absorption photoinitiators over a broad processing window. An in-depth analysis based on quantum chemical calculations provides mechanistic information on the polymerization initiation process using acrylate monomers. The straightforward synthetic route combined with high two-photon absorption efficiency renders this compound class an attractive platform for two-photon-based applications also beyond two-photon induced polymerization. Hence, the structural versatility and capability of our molecular design may contribute to further developments in other areas of functional organic materials.

Introduction

Materials exhibiting high two-photon absorption (2PA) are increasingly used in various fields of materials and biomedical sciences as they offer unique properties;1–2 applications include three-dimensional optical data storage,3–5 optical power limiting,6 two-photon fluorescence imaging,7–9 photodynamic therapy,10–12 and multiphoton lithography.13–17 The key feature of these two-photon induced processes is based on the nonlinearity of the underlying absorption. In the past decade, multiphoton lithography has gained scientific attention due to its high potential for industrial applications as well as the benefits of this technique.15–17 Two-photon induced photopolymerization (2PP) enables true 3D printing within a monomer formulation featuring excellent spatial control and takes advantage of well-defined penetration depth by the use of a long wavelength excitation source (typically ~800 nm).18,19 While the
size of the activated volume (voxel) can be below the diffraction limit, positions outside of this volume are not affected. Consequently, this polymerization technique offers high resolution while minimizing unwanted thermal or photochemical initiation and degradation processes usually associated with excitation of UV-photoinitiators. Furthermore, the development of powerful two-photon absorption photoinitiators (2PA PIs) featuring high two-photon cross sections (σ_{2PA}) constitutes a significant challenge in ensuring high efficiency of the 2PP process especially with regard to scanning speeds of several cm s^{-1}.15,20

Generally, the nature of the excited state in organic molecules crucially determines their optical properties. Therefore, rational design strategies for tailored 2PA PIs may allow for efficient photopolymerization. Powerful 2PA PIs have been developed by combining (i) strong donor (D) and/or acceptor (A) chromophore groups as well as (ii) building blocks with good molecular coplanarity. Triphenylamine (TPA)-based donors/acceptors proved to be promising subunits to compose molecules with large σ_{2PA}.23–25 Furthermore incorporation of aromatic heterocycles in dipolar D–π–A or quadropolar D–π–D, A–π–A, D–π–A–π–D or A–π–D–π–A type molecules gave rise to extended π-conjugated networks with enhanced optical properties, increasing both linear extinction coefficient and σ_{2PA}19,21,26 Particularly the application of thiophene as planar π-linker yielded materials with high σ_{2PA}.2,27,28

Recently, we published on TPA-substituted oligothiophenes constituting a new substance class suitable for tailoring emission properties (Scheme 1A, BRA-1T, R denoting different substituents). First photophysical results also revealed the strong two-photon absorption of these compounds22 suitable for 2PP (Scheme 1B). In this article, we investigate the photophysical properties including the excited state dynamics of these novel 2PA PIs and correlate these findings to the electronic nature of the substituent R on the TPA moiety (varying from electron-donating (–OMe, –Bu, –Me, –TMS), electron-neutral (–H) to electron-withdrawing (–F, –CN, –SO₂Me)).

Measurements of optical properties (e.g. linear absorption spectra, fluorescence quantum yields and two-photon absorption spectra) of the obtained materials are correlated to the substituent’s nature and are supported by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The obtained materials are characterized with respect to their applicability in 2PP structuring tests.

Results and discussion

Design and synthesis

In general, TPA building blocks constitute promising core structures with large σ_{2PA} related to their great number of π-electrons and strong electron-donating ability.23 In this study, the electronic properties of the TPA subunit were systematically altered by the incorporation of different substituents ranging from electron-donating to electron-withdrawing residues (–OMe > –Bu > –Me > –TMS > –H > –F > –CN > –SO₂Me). The synthetic assembly of these potential D–A–D 2PA PIs was realized for compounds BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T and BFA-1T via Suzuki cross-coupling reactions and for compounds BCNA-1T and BSO₂MA-1T by nucelophic aromatic substitution (Scheme 1A). While the syntheses of BMOA-1T, BMA-1T, BHA-1T and BFA-1T have been reported earlier,29,32 this work presents the synthetic approach towards all target compounds: a general Suzuki cross-coupling procedure developed in our group tolerating a broad spectrum of functionalized TPA boronic acid esters11 was applied for the synthesis of BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T and BFA-1T from 1a-f and 2,5-dibromophenol. Since the synthesis of triphenylamineboronic acid pinacolates bearing electron-withdrawing substituents proved to be troublesome in earlier studies,31 nucleophlic aromatic substitution was chosen as an alternative synthetic approach towards BCNA-1T and BSO₂MA-1T starting from amine 3 and fluorobenzenes 4a,b using KOtBu as base in DMSO at 120 °C (see ESI†).

Scheme 1 A Synthetic pathways towards triphenylamine-substituted thiophene motifs BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T, BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO₂MA-1T bearing different substituents ranging from electron-donating (–OMe > –Bu > –Me > –TMS) to neutral (–H) to withdrawing residues (–F > –CN > –SO₂Me). Reaction yields are included for each target compound. i: KOtBu, allyl[1,3-bis(2,6-dimethylphenylimidazol-2-ylidene)chroropalladium]I, [PPhPdIaday]I, water, reflux; ii: KOtBu, DMSO, 120 °C. B Darkfield ultraviolet microscopy image of defined wood-pile structure obtained from speed power screening tests of BHA-1T.
Linear optical properties

Electronic absorption spectra of all target compounds were measured in n-hexane (n-Hex), acetonitrile (ACN) and tetrahydrofuran (THF). The absorption spectra of all compounds are virtually independent of solvent polarity in terms of band shape, band position (see Fig. 1) and intensity over the entire observed wavelength range. In particular, a strong absorption band around 25000 cm\(^{-1}\) (400 nm) is observed for BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BHA-1T and BFA-1T. This band is increasingly blue-shifted for BTMSA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO2MA-1T. Fig. 1 shows that the lowest energy absorption band exhibits a distinct red-shift when going from electron-withdrawing to donating TPA substituents. In total, little more than a 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) red-shift is observed when going from BSO2MA-1T to BMOA-1T (see Fig. 3b). However, the transition dipole moment of this lowest energy absorption transition is unaltered by the nature of the substituent.

Comparison of the absorption spectra of BMA-1T with those of its building blocks (TPA\(^{33}\) and TPA-substituted thiophene TPA-T,\(^{34,35}\) Fig. 2) allows for a tentative assignment of the observed bands. First, the short-wavelength band at approximately 33000 cm\(^{-1}\) (300 nm) can be ascribed to the local transition of the substituted TPA moiety (Fig. 2d). Depending on the electronic nature of the substituents on the TPA moiety this transition can be red-shifted to 29000 cm\(^{-1}\) (350 nm) for the cyano and sulfone group\(^{33}\) leading to a larger extinction coefficient of the corresponding absorption band in the case of the cyano substituted compound.

In fact, as can be observed in Fig. 2 the extinction coefficient of this band roughly doubles that of the unmodified TPA (ε = 20000 M\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\)) owing to the presence of two TPA moieties in all symmetric BRA-1T molecules.\(^{36}\) Secondly, the broad and structureless lowest energy transition centered around 25000 cm\(^{-1}\) (400 nm) seems to be composed of two distinct bands with considerably different transition dipole moments (Fig. 2). Comparing a spectral decomposition of said absorption band for e.g. BMA-1T with that of the single branch D−π−A counterpart TPA-T reveals, that for BMA-1T indeed a weak high-energy shoulder can be identified, which is not observed for TPA-T (see the ESI† for spectral decompositions of all samples). A distinct change in the fluorescence excitation anisotropy of BMA-1T at 28000 cm\(^{-1}\) (350 nm) provides additional evidence for the above observation.

A qualitative explanation of these spectral changes can be given within the framework of the Frenkel exciton model.\(^{37}\) Herein, the excitonic interaction between the two TPA branches in BRA-1T is expected to split the lowest energy transition into two bands: a strongly allowed one-photon (1P) transition at lower energy than that of the single branch, and a one-photon forbidden, but two-photon (2P) allowed transition (see below) at higher energy. The sum of the squared transition dipole moments for these two transitions is expected to be twice that of the single branch.\(^{37}\) A straightforward spectral decomposition could be performed for all spectra with sufficient separation of the two “excitonic” bands from the local TPA transition. Indeed, for these compounds the so obtained transition dipole moments obey this prediction (see Table 1).

Fig. 1 Absorption and emission spectra of all samples in n-Hex (blue), tetrahydrofuran (red) and acetonitrile (green). The low solubility of BSO2MA-1T did not allow recording spectra in n-Hex.
Fig. 3 Substituent dependence of a) experimental (full, in THF) and calculated (open, gas phase) absorption transition dipole moment, $\mu_{1PA}$, b) the relative position of the first absorption band with respect to substituent R = H in THF (calculated in gas phase – open; experimental – full), c) energy difference of the highest energy vibronic band of the first absorption band between acetonitrile (ACN) and n-hexane (n-Hex), and d) energy difference of the lowest energy vibronic band of the emission band between acetonitrile and n-Hex. The substituents have been arranged from left to right according to decreasing electron-donating ability. Due to the limited solubility no absorption data for BCNA-1T and BSO$_2$MA-1T and no emission data for BSO$_2$MA-1T in n-Hex are available.

With the exception of a constant energy offset$^{38}$ (4400 cm$^{-1}$) with respect to the low energy band maximum) the quantum mechanical calculations reproduce the experimental spectra in terms of relative band positions and intensities exceptionally well, as can be seen in Fig. 3a and b and 4.

Notably, all compounds show quantum yields in the range from 0.33 to 0.57 and fluorescence lifetimes in the range from 0.64 to 1.29 ns. Absorption and excitation spectra are congruent to below 33 000 cm$^{-1}$ (300 nm), thus justifying the assumption of validity of Kasha’s rule$^{39}$ for the samples under investigation. The emission spectra in apolar n-Hex show significant vibronic structure, thus contrasting with the rather structureless absorption spectra. As a consequence, absorption and emission spectra do not show mirror symmetry, pointing towards significant changes in the ground and excited state geometries.$^{32}$ However, except for the methoxy-substituted BMOA-1T, the emission transition dipole moments do not depend on the solvent polarity, which is in line with the findings by Beckwith et al.$^{32}$

Fig. 3 clearly shows, that contrary to the quite negligible absorption solvatochromism (Fig. 3c) the samples exhibit a distinct fluorescence solvatochromism (Fig. 3d), which becomes more pronounced with increasing electron-donating ability of the TPA substituent. These observations have recently been assigned as manifestations of the absence (e-withdrawing) or presence (e-donating) of excited state symmetry breaking, which had been independently probed via the dynamics of the emission transition dipole moment.$^{32}$

In essence, stronger electron-donating substituents on the TPA unit (i) shift the optical bandgap to lower energies, (ii) do not significantly alter the transition dipole moment of this lowest energy absorption transition, but (iii) lead to an increased probability for excited state symmetry breaking and thus pronounced fluorescence solvatochromism.

### Two-photon absorption

Two-photon absorption spectra of the compounds BMOA-1T, BtBu-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T, BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO$_2$MA-1T were measured in THF using wavelengths from 680 to 960 nm, corresponding to transition wavenumbers from 29 400 to 20 800 cm$^{-1}$ applying the two-photon excited fluorescence technique reported by Makarov et al.$^{10}$ Fig. 4 shows that the 2PA and 1PA spectra are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Summary of one- and two-photon properties of the target compounds in THF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{1PA}^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10$^3$ cm$^{-1}$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMOA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BtBu-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTMSA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCNA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSO$_2$MA-1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA$^a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Wavenumber of the 1PA maximum. $^b$ Wavelength of the 1PA maximum. $^c$ Extinction coefficient (the molar extinction coefficients have been obtained using an all-optical method suggested in ref. 41 and outlined in the ESI). $^d$ Fluorescence quantum yield. $^e$ Fluorescence lifetime. $^f$ Wavenumber at which the maximum 2PA value is obtained (due to the limited measurement range this does not necessarily correspond to a band maximum). $^g$ Wavenumber at which the maximum 2PA value is obtained (due to the limited measurement range this does not necessarily correspond to a band maximum). $^h$ 2PA cross section at the 2PA maximum, values in parenthesis correspond to 12 500 cm$^{-1}$ (800 nm). $^i$ Wavenumber of the first vibronic transitions of electronic transition $x$. $^j$ Transition dipole moment for the $x$ absorption transition. $^k$ Measured in n-Hex and taken from ref. 35. $^l$ Calculations are given in the ESI.
Electronic states (further details) to show these data in the same graph.

1PA band (2000 instead of 1000 cm\(^{-1}\)) shift is significantly more pronounced than for the strong 2PA bands. Judging from the onset of the strong 2PA band, this blue-shifted to the blue as similarly observed for the 1PA spectra. Group is, the more the position of the 2PA maximum is shifted to the blue, as similarly observed for the 1PA spectra. Judging from the onset of the strong 2PA band, this blue-shift is significantly more pronounced than for the strong 1PA band (2000 instead of 1000 cm\(^{-1}\)). Secondly, quite in contrast to the 1PA observations, it seems that the 2PA cross section also diminishes with less and less electron-donating substituents (from 380 GM at 29 000 cm\(^{-1}\) for BMOA-1T to 170 GM at 30 600 cm\(^{-1}\) for BSO\(_2\)MA-1T). The observed wavenumber range does not allow for the unambiguous observation of the 2PA maxima of all samples. However, as all of the above observations are almost quantitatively reproduced by the results of quantum mechanical calculations (Fig. 3, 4 and ESI† Fig. S17, Table S1) these can be used to gain further insight. It is clear that additional weaker (approx. 50 GM) 2PA bands show up at slightly higher energy than the strong 2PA transition for BTMSA-1T and at slightly lower energy for BCNA-1T and BSO\(_2\)MA-1T and that the intensity of the 2P-allowed transition considerably decreases upon increasing the electron withdrawing character of the substituent.

**Exited state dynamic**

Rational design of 2PA PIs may allow for modulation of singlet/triplet excited states of chromophores. In order to investigate the effect of the substituents of the TPA moiety on the fluorescence decay dynamics, transient absorption measurements were carried out for compounds BMOA-1T, BMA-1T and BFA-1T. To gain insight into the fate of the first electronically excited state, the rate constants of all relevant deactivation processes were determined, i.e. fluorescence (F), internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC), for the three representative compounds (Table 2) using:

\[
k_{F} = \frac{\phi_{F}}{\tau},
\]

\[
k_{ISC} = \frac{\phi_{ISC}}{\tau},
\]

or

\[
k_{k} = \frac{1}{\tau} - k_{F} - k_{ISC}.
\]

with \(\phi_{ISC}\) and \(\tau\) being the fluorescence or intersystem crossing quantum yield and the fluorescence lifetime. Fig. 5 shows that the rate constant for fluorescence (radiative decay) \(k_{F}\) for all compounds exhibits only a relatively small variation, while the associated errors on the per se small internal conversion

![](image)

**Fig. 4** One- (blue) and two-photon (red) absorption spectra. The calculated stick spectra – representing the energy of the corresponding electronic states – have been red-shifted by 4400 cm\(^{-1}\) and a single common scaling factor for 1PA and 2PA (4.4) has been applied (see ESI† for further details) to show these data in the same graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>(v_{BP}^{a}) [(10^{3} \text{ cm}^{-1})]</th>
<th>(\tau_{F}^{b}) [ns]</th>
<th>(\phi_{F}^{c})</th>
<th>(\phi_{ISC}^{d})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Me</td>
<td>n-Hex</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THF</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMe</td>
<td>n-Hex</td>
<td>22.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THF</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>21.64</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>n-Hex</td>
<td>23.19</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>22.57</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ACN</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Transition energy for the highest energy vibronic transition of fluorescence. \(^{b}\) Fluorescence lifetime. \(^{c}\) Quantum yield for fluorescence. \(^{d}\) Quantum yield for intersystem crossing.
rates \( k_{IC} \) do not allow for observing any clear trend with the \( S_0\rightarrow S_1 \) energy gap, \( \nu_{S_0-S_1} \).

However, a dramatic decrease in the intersystem crossing rates \( k_{ISC} \) upon decreasing the energy gap by changing the solvent polarity could be observed. Rather than being attributable to the \( S_0\rightarrow S_1 \) energy gap this decrease is most likely associated to a change in the \( S_0\rightarrow T_n \) gap. Thus, the intersystem crossing yield strongly depends on both, the nature of the polymerization initiation, the two-photon triplet yield, that the triplet state constitutes the reactive species for the polymerization initiation, the two-photon triplet yield, \( \phi_T \), and the S0-S1 energy gap, \( \nu_{S_0-S_1} \) can be defined as a figure of merit.

While the two-photon absorption cross sections can be expected to depend only marginally on solvent polarity, the intersystem crossing rate constants, on the other hand, do depend strongly. It can thus be concluded, that the efficiency of potential 2PA PIs strongly depends on the rate of the intersystem crossing and thus on the polarity of the monomer formulation. As has been shown, given the quadrupolar nature of the electronic ground state of compounds BMOA-1T, BMA-1T and BFA-1T the position of the absorption (one- and two-photon) does not change upon changing the solvent polarity. However, electron-donating groups enhance the dipolar character of the TPA-thiophene part in the excited state, increasing the 2PA cross section (Table 1), but decreasing the ISC yield (Table 2) especially in polar solvents due to symmetry breaking and solvent relaxation.

These findings are further supported by DFT calculations for the model structures BHA-1T, BMOA-1T and BSO2MA-1T bearing electron-donating, neutral and withdrawing substituents. The optimized structures of ground and triplet state, electron distributions of the occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals (MOs) involved in the population of the lowest excited states, calculated UV/vis spectra as well as spin density distribution of the optimized triplet states of the new 2PA PIs are given in the ESI† (Fig. S21–S26). The calculated energy scheme for the population of the reactive excited triplet state of the studied 2PA PIs is given in Fig. 6. After excitation into the \( S_1 \) exited state, the triplet state \( T_2 \) is populated via intersystem crossing. Internal conversion to the \( T_1 \) state, which then undergoes further relaxation through adjustment of the molecular structure to the changes of electron distributions through the excitation, results in the relaxed \( T_1 \) state. This optimized triplet state is an actually photochemically reactive state potentially responsible for the initiating of the polymerization process. The possible mechanism of initiation will be discussed further (see Fig. 8). The calculations show that the first excited state \( S_1 \) is populated mostly by HOMO–LUMO \( \pi\)-electron excitation for all studied 2PA PIs. The MOs involved in the population of the first excited \( S_1 \) (\( \pi, \pi^* \)) and \( T_1 \) (\( \pi, \pi^* \)) of all studied 2PA PIs are given in the ESI† (Fig. S21, S23 and S25).

**Two-photon induced polymerization testing**

Printing cubic centimeter volumes with (sub-)micrometer feature sizes at high writing speeds still remains a challenge particularly in regard to commercial applications. As the laser power required for two-photon polymerization increases proportionally to the square root of the writing speed, for high throughput mass production, specifically designed highly sensitive 2PA PIs are required. An efficient method to evaluate the activity of 2PA PIs comprises the fabrication of defined 3D test structures applying various laser powers and writing speeds.

In order to assess the ideal processing window of the investigated compounds BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T, BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO2MA-1T; defined woodpiles (lateral dimension: 50 \( \mu \)m, 5 \( \mu \)m hatch distance, 0.7 \( \mu \)m laser distance, 20 layers) were fabricated using a fs-pulsed NIR laser (~800 nm, 72 fs pulse duration) in an acrylate-based test resin formulation by means of 2PP. In earlier studies, B3FL (2,7-bis[(4-(di-butylamino)phenyl)ethyl]yl)-9H-fluoren-9-one) was shown to outperform commercially available 1PA initiators such as Irgacure 369 already in low

---

**Fig. 5** Dependence of the rate constants, \( k_F \), \( k_{IC} \) and \( k_{ISC} \), on the \( S_0\rightarrow S_1 \) energy gap for BMOA-1T, BMA-1T and BFA-1T in ACN, THF and \( n \)-Hex. The grey circles denote the data points for samples not tabulated in Table 2, using only fluorescence data. Note, that the corresponding points in the ISC-panel denote the sum of IC and ISC.

**Fig. 6** Jablonski energy diagram of the population of the reactive triplet by two-photon excitation of studied 2PA PIs (calculated in THF at the TDM06-2X/6-311+G(d,p)/PBF level); f-oscillator strength.
concentrations in two-photon-induced photopolymerization processes.\textsuperscript{13,44} For this reason, B3FL was used as reference 2PA PI (the two-photon absorption spectrum of B3FL is given in the ESI,\textsuperscript{†} in Fig. S18). The laser powers and the writing speeds were varied in a range of 10–100 mW (measured after passing the 20× microscope objective) and 0.316–316 mm s\textsuperscript{−1}, respectively. The obtained 3D woodpile structures were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The quality of the micro-fabricated woodpiles was evaluated using a four colour classification reported earlier\textsuperscript{45} (Fig. 7): class A (green) defines excellent structures with fine hatch lines and class B (yellow) good structures with thicker hatch lines or slightly contorted shapes. Objects rated as class C (red) have identifiable shapes but with small errors (e.g. holes and burst regions caused by overexposure), whereas woodpiles rated as class D (blue) are not identifiable as such anymore (close to polymerization threshold). All investigated 2PA PIs BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T, BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO\textsubscript{2}MA-1T produce defined woodpile structures rendering this substance class an ideal platform for potent tailored 2PA PIs.

Whereas compounds BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T and BTMSA-1T bearing electron-donating substituents on the TPA generally showed a broader processing window, compounds BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO\textsubscript{2}MA-1T with electron-withdrawing substituents only gave perfect woodpile structures at comparably lower laser powers and moderate writing speeds making the latter compounds less qualified for 2PP at the parameters used. Notably, BHA-1T bearing an electronically neutral substituent exhibits excellent performance at both low and high writing speeds making it the most applicable 2PA PI of the investigated compounds.

The quality of the micro-fabricated woodpiles was evaluated using a four colour classification reported earlier\textsuperscript{45} (Fig. 7): class A (green) defines excellent structures with fine hatch lines and class B (yellow) good structures with thicker hatch lines or slightly contorted shapes. Objects rated as class C (red) have identifiable shapes but with small errors (e.g. holes and burst regions caused by overexposure), whereas woodpiles rated as class D (blue) are not identifiable as such anymore (close to polymerization threshold). All investigated 2PA PIs BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T, BTMSA-1T, BHA-1T, BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO\textsubscript{2}MA-1T produce defined woodpile structures rendering this substance class an ideal platform for potent tailored 2PA PIs.

Whereas compounds BMOA-1T, BtBuA-1T, BMA-1T and BTMSA-1T bearing electron-donating substituents on the TPA generally showed a broader processing window, compounds BFA-1T, BCNA-1T and BSO\textsubscript{2}MA-1T with electron-withdrawing substituents only gave perfect woodpile structures at comparably lower laser powers and moderate writing speeds making the latter compounds less qualified for 2PP at the parameters used. Notably, BHA-1T bearing an electronically neutral substituent exhibits excellent performance at both low and high writing speeds making it the most applicable 2PA PI of the investigated compounds.

Compared to one of our previously published highly efficient 2PA PI B3FL,\textsuperscript{43} BHA-1T shows an even broader
processing window, especially at higher writing speeds rendering it the most promising dye for 2PP.

Mechanistic considerations

Although, similar photosensitizers have been reported in the literature\textsuperscript{21,25} in general there are scarce reports on the actual two-photon absorption mechanism.\textsuperscript{46,47} In order to overcome this shortage of any experimental hints on the nature and origin of the photopolymerization process, several chemical calculations were performed for the model 2PA PI \textit{BHA-1T} to understand the possible initiation mechanism via the photo-chemically reactive relaxed triplet state \textit{T1} in more detail. As calculations show, all reactions resulting in monomolecular bond scissions or intramolecular rearrangements are strongly endergonic and therefore do not lead to formation of reactive radicals (Fig. 8 for the case of \textit{BHA-1T}).

Yet, the possible thiophene ring opening in triplet state was calculated to be strongly endergonic, with Gibbs free energies for the bond cleavage up to \(-92\) \textit{kJ \text{mol}^{-1}} therefore rendering 2PP unlikely. Nevertheless, the spin density distribution of un paired electrons in the triplet state shows strong localization on the \textit{C2} position of the thiophene ring indicating this to be the most reactive position for a possible addition reaction (see Fig. 8 for the case of \textit{BHA-1T}). As calculated for the compounds \textit{BHA-1T}, \textit{BMOA-1T} and \textit{BSO2MA-1T}, the addition reaction of monomer acrylate (ethyl acrylate (EA) as model structure) to the \textit{C2} position of the thiophene ring followed by ring opening is energetically favourable and leads to the exergonic formation of a propagating radical, thus, rendering photopolymerization feasible.

Conclusion

In this study a series of thiophenes bearing \textit{p}-substituted triarylamines with various electronically different substituents capable of initiating polymerization upon two-photon excitation has been synthesized. From a systematic evaluation of structure–property relationships via electronic spectroscopy it can be concluded that strong electron-donating substituents on the TPA unit (i) shift the optical bandgap to lower energies, (ii) do not significantly alter the transition dipole moment of this lowest energy absorption transition, but (iii) lead to an increased probability for excited state symmetry breaking and thus pronounced fluorescence solvatochromism. Especially in polar solvents a decrease in ISC yield could be determined originating from symmetry breaking and solvent relaxation. Therefore, it can be concluded, that the efficiency of potential 2PA PIs strongly depends on the rate of the intersystem crossing and thus on the polarity of the used monomer formulation. Furthermore, when altering the electronic properties of the TPA substituent from donating to accepting, a hypsochromic shift of the experimental 2PA maxima can be observed, which is in strong agreement with the performed DFT calculations. This also suggests a decrease in 2PA strength in the same order of electronic properties.

Although most target compounds also exhibit high quantum yields of fluorescence, two-photon induced polymerization tests revealed the efficiency of these materials as 2PA photoinitiators. All compounds showed relatively broad processing windows constituting a prerequisite for printing cubic volumes with (sub)micrometer feature sizes at fast writing speeds. When comparing the performance of these 2PA photoinitiators with previously characterized state-of-the-art materials, such as B3FL, the obtained results suggest also the applicability of this new substance class for printing sub-micrometer structures. Calculations of the spin density distribution point towards a polymerization initiation mechanism resulting from strong localization of the unpaired electrons in the triplet state on the \textit{C2} carbon of the thiophene moiety, which may allow the exergonic addition of acrylate monomers and thus the propagation of radicals.

The straightforward synthetic route combined with high 2PA efficiency renders this compound class an attractive platform for two-photon-based applications also beyond two-photon induced polymerization. Hence, the structural versatility and capability of our molecular design may contribute to further developments in other areas of functional organic materials.

Experimental

Synthesis

Experimental procedures and materials characterization of all 2PA PI target compounds are given in the ESI.\textsuperscript{†}

Computational details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out for \textit{BHA-1T}, \textit{BMOA-1T} and \textit{BSO2MA-1T} using M06-2X functional\textsuperscript{48} which is parameterized for nonmetals, main-group thermochemistry, kinetics, noncovalent interactions and electronic excitation energies as implemented in Jaguar 9.1 program\textsuperscript{49} package. The molecular geometries and frequency analyses of all studied molecules were calculated in solvent using Jaguar’s Poisson–Boltzmann solver (PBF)\textsuperscript{50} at M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)/PBF level of theory. The reaction enthalpies (\textit{AH}) and the changes of the Gibbs free energy (\textit{AG}) of the reactions were calculated as the difference of the calculated total enthalpies \textit{H} and the Gibbs free energy \textit{G} of the reactions. The electronic transition spectra were calculated in solvent with the time-dependent (TD)\textsuperscript{51} TDDFT M06-2X/6-311+G(d,p)/PBF method. The energies of the lowest relaxed triplet states (\textit{T1}) were calculated as the difference of zero point (ZPE) corrected electronic energies between the most stable structures of the singlet (\textit{S0}) and optimized triplet states.

For the calculation of 1PA and 2PA properties in Fig. 2B and 3 and Fig. S17 and Table S1,\textsuperscript{†} DFT calculations based on long-range corrected hybrid CAM-B3LYP\textsuperscript{52} functional and the cc-pVDZ basis set were performed in the gas phase. All molecules exhibited \textit{C2} point group symmetry. Geometrical optimizations were performed using the Gaussian09 software (Rev.D)\textsuperscript{53} with default convergence criteria and an ultra-fine
numerical integration grid. The D3 version of Grimme’s dispersion was included during the geometry optimizations. The compounds were optimized in the gas phase. The excitation energies and 2PA strengths were obtained as vertical excitations in Dalton 2015.1 code. These calculations were performed in the gas phase using the respective optimized structures from the Gaussian optimizations. For the stick spectra, used for comparison with the experimental spectra in Fig. 4 integrated one-photon and two-photon extinction coefficients were used (see ESI† for their calculations).

**Steady-state measurements**

Absorption spectra were measured on a Cary 50 spectrometer, whereas fluorescence emission and excitation (anisotropy) spectra were recorded on a FluoroMax-4 (Horiba Scientific) with a R2658 PMT. All emission spectra were corrected for the wavelength dependent sensitivity of the detection using a set of secondary emissive standards.

5 μL of a concentrated stock solution of the samples in THF were pipetted directly into a 1 cm quartz cuvette containing approximately 2 mL of solvent. After mixing, the longest-wavelength peak of the resulting absorbance spectrum remained between 0.3 and 0.7 in optical density for all solvents and samples. For the emission measurements, solutions were prepared in pure solvents and (when lifetimes exceeded 2 ns) were bubbled with nitrogen for 10 min in order to purge the samples of oxygen. Emission quantum yields were determined using Coumarin 152 in deaerated n-hexane as reference (φ = 1.0).

**Time-resolved fluorescence**

Fluorescence dynamics on the nanosecond time-scale was measured using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). Excitation was performed at 395 nm using 60 ps pulses at 40 MHz produced by a laser diode (Picoinquant, LDH-P-C-400B, driven by PDL 800-B). The fluorescence was collected at 90°, its polarization set by a foil polarizer to magic angle with respect to the vertically polarized excitation and filtered through bandpass filters located in front of the photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, H5783-P-01). The detector output was connected to the input of a TCSPC computer board module (Becker and Hickl, SPC-130-FM). The full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the instrument response function (IRF), as determined by a dilute solution of Ludox, was around 200 ps.

**Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy**

TA measurements were performed with two pump-probe setups. The fs–ps TA setup used to record spectra up to 1.5 ns with a wavelength dependent IRF of ca. 100–200 fs (fwhm) has been described in detail elsewhere. Excitation was performed using 400 nm pulses generated by frequency doubling the output of a standard 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire amplified system (Spectra Physics, Spitfire). The ns–μs TA setup, used to record spectra up to 1 μs with an IRF of 350 ps (fwhm) has been described previously. Excitation was performed at 355 nm using a passively Q-switched, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Teem Photonics, Powerchip NanoUV) producing pulses with a repetition rate of 500 Hz repetition rate and a pulse duration of 300 ps. In both setups, probing was achieved using white light pulses generated by focusing 800 nm pulses in a CaF₂ plate and polarized at magic angle relative to the pump pulses. The sample solutions were located in a quartz cell (Starna) with 1 mm optical path length and were continuously stirred by nitrogen bubbling.

Triplet quantum yields were determined monitoring the amount of ground state bleach (GSB) at 385 nm immediately after the laser pulse (10–20 ps) and between 10–20 ns. The cross-contamination by overlapping excited state absorption features was considered by determining the necessary amount of GSB to obtain artifact-free excited state absorption spectra.

**Two-photon excited fluorescence**

Two-photon cross sections were determined measuring two-photon excitation spectra using a setup similar to the one described by Makarov et al. In detail, the output of a TOPAS-Prime in combination with a NirUVis frequency mixer (both from Light Conversion, seeded by the output of the above mentioned amplified laser system, Spectra Physics) was used as excitation source. The excitation intensity was adjusted using a combination of a broadband zero-order halfwave plate and a Glan–Taylor polarizer, and the polarization set to vertical. The beam was slightly focused by a (f = 20 cm) lens, which was placed 10 cm before the sample. The pump power was monitored using a powermeter (Thorlabs PM100A) equipped with a thermal sensor (Thorlabs S302C) behind the sample. The fluorescence was focused onto the entrance slit of a monochromator (0.25 m Cornerstone, Oriel, grating 74166 Newport) equipped with a multi-pixel photon-counter avalanche photodiode detector (Hamamatsu S-10362-11-050U) using a spherical mirror (Ω = 75 mm, f = 150 mm). The output signal was preamplified (SR240, Stanford Research Systems), processed with a gated boxcar-integrator and averager module (SR250, SRS), digitized (SR245, SRS) and recorded on a computer. The two-photon cross section at a given wavelength, \( \sigma_{2PA,\lambda} (\lambda) \), was calculated according to Makarov et al.

\[
\sigma_{2PA,\lambda} (\lambda) = \frac{I_{\phi,\lambda,\lambda_{obs}} (\lambda) \phi_x (\lambda_{obs})}{I_x (\lambda, \lambda_{obs}) C_x (\lambda_{obs}) \phi_{\lambda,\lambda_{obs}}} \sigma_{2PA,\lambda} (\lambda)
\]

Here \( I_{\phi,\lambda,\lambda_{obs}} (\lambda) \) is the (two-photon induced) fluorescence intensity at excitation wavelength, \( \lambda \), and observation wavelength, \( \lambda_{obs} \), for either sample or reference and \( C_x \) and \( \phi_x \) are the concentration and differential fluorescence quantum yield (at the observation wavelength) of sample and reference. Coumarin 153 in dimethyl sulfoxide and Rhodamine 6G in methanol were used as reference spectra. The sample concentrations in THF were below \( 5 \times 10^{-6} \, \text{M} \).
Multiphoton processing

For two-photon induced polymerization for the fabrication of 3D objects, a Ti:sapphire laser from High Q Lasers providing NIR pulses at 797.5 nm with a pulse duration of 72 fs was used. The system was operated at a repetition rate of 73 MHz and a maximum output power of 427 mW. Multiphoton processing with this system was carried out at laser powers from 10–100 mW (measured after passing the microscope objective). The laser was focused by a 20× microscope objective (NA = 0.8), and the sample was mounted on a high-precision piezoelectric XYZ scanning stage with 200 nm positioning accuracy. For all samples the same fabrication process was implemented: the optical material was drop-cast from a liquid acrylate-based test resin formulation (5 μmol g⁻¹ of the 2PA PI in a 1:1 (w/w) mixture of trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TTA, Genomer 1330) and ethoxylated-(20/3)-trimethylolpropane triacrylate (ETA, Sartomer 415) onto a methacrylate functionalized glass substrate (3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate, Sigma-Aldrich). As BTMSA-1T proved to be less soluble, a concentrated formulation of this 2PA PI in the resin was applied. Subsequently, the samples were exposed to the laser beam, and the focus was moved across the two-photon sensitive material, which led to embedded 3D structures (lateral dimension: 50 μm, 5 μm hatch distance, 0.7 μm z-layer distance, 20 layers) inside the liquid formulation. After multiphoton processing, the unexposed monomer was removed by rinsing of the structures with ethanol. The resulting microstructures, particularly their shape and dimensions, were studied by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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